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   It has to do with rape. 

Source, citation: Louise O’Neill, ASKING FOR IT 

tag[s]: linguistic additions, film studies, computer science & rhetoric, criminology & astrophysics 

on cited p.69: “His eyes darken, his fingers pressing into my skin as he starts to make circles at my waist, 

agonizingly slow.” 

 

  replace “starts” with stars and in something like code from this fictional like insertion into uh source 

fiction. [perhaps almost implied by the “circles”] 

  It only has the effect of a double positive  
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example: Sam “starts” to run. 

                  replaced with stars is now  

Sam stars to run.  

 

                  Sam “starts” to rape Kendra.  

                  (a different Sam) (why.) 

                   (the answer is more complex) 

                  changed to 

                  Sam stars to rape Kendra. 

This huge difference; think especially 

film; might not fully explain the 

criminology incisive [sp?] which is  

Before “starts” is replaced by, with 

stars … “starts” well still “starts” 

and is dependent on the rest [of …] 

to be a static and-or positive.  

This discussion is also a proof on 

potential energy and what the meaning  

of potential actually is; of course stars have  (/has as a term) further p.e. than “starts” and this is 

perhaps claimed as obvious in the status online of below the ground to the other of (beyond) the sky. [at 

least for this planet] 

theme: yarn  

Accompanying music citation [again?]: Michael Jackson, Remember the Time 

    Imagine instead of order hierarchy  
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perhaps instead it is/should be  
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that there was/is an inversion or incorrect hierarchy; and this might explain the existence of injustice 

   . . . how might this go corrected.  

Theme cliché comprehension: Oh my god! This is all happening because of my, yours, the imagination?  

    

 

 


